Excerpt from the dive log of Bryan Morse
Dive Number - 231
Dive Date – Sept 6, 2013
Dive Site - MACES BAY CONDEMNED WHARF, New Brunswick
Divers – Bryan Morse (on his 19th Solo Dive)
Time In - 11h40
Time Out - 13h20
Time of High Tide – 12h58

Bottom Time – 1hour and 33 minutes
Max Depth – 32 ft / 9.75 m
Water Temperature – 58 F / 14.4 C

As this is an amazing site which I have never dove at before, nor have I ever heard from someone who
has dove here, I have decided to share with you all the details of my dive and this new dive site.
I have called this site the ‘Maces Bay Condemned Wharf’. Perhaps it has a more official name, but I don’t
know what it is.
How to get there:
It is approximately a 25 minute drive from uptown Saint John. Take Highway 1 towards St. Stephen, and
then take exit 86 towards Lepreau (Hwy 790). After driving over the causeway at Little Lepreau Basin
you will take your next right, following the sign for Maces Bay. Following this road you will be able to see
the ocean again on your right, and soon after you will see the wharf. I have included a googlemaps map
below, with the route in red arrows, and the wharf indicated by the orange arrow.

Parking:
As the wharf is condemned, they have blocked the road down to it. There is enough space to park 2
vehicles completely off the road at the top of the old road, any more then that would have to park on
the side of the road. They didn’t bother to google street view the Maces Bay road (and I forgot to get a
picture) but here is what the entire dive site looks like, you have to park at the red arrow, as it is blocked
below that.

The Dive Site:
As you can see from the googlemaps picture above, and the picture of me below there are two
remarkably different habitats found at this site. To the left of the wharf is the seaward side, I imagine
this is the side the wind blows on almost 100% of the time, and to the right is extremely sheltered.
During this dive there were 0.5 to 1 meter seas on the windward side of the wharf, and not even a ripple
on the other.

Me before the dive, note my sidemount tanks near the dive site entrance
I chose to enter on the right (the sheltered side) of the wharf for two reasons: (1) It was extremely calm
there, and (2) You don’t have to walk nearly as far. You can see from the picture above where I placed
my tanks. As this is a wharf it is super easy to get your gear on once you get down to the water’s edge as
you can place your fins/gloves/cameras/etc on the wharf beams when you clip on sidemount tanks, and
get your fins and gloves on. (Note, you do not have to dive in a sidemount configuration, but I sure like
to!)
Upon entering from the right side of the wharf, you will notice two things. First is how calm the water is,
this is perfect for getting your gear situated, doing buddy checks in the water, doing bubble checks, and
playing with camera equipment. The second is that there are more green crabs (and fairly big ones as
well) then in any other place I have been . . . and I have participated in a number of green crab research
projects!

Me upon entering in the calm water and playing with my camera

A crazy looking barnacle and algae covered green crab

As you swim along the wharf (I never strayed more than 15 ft from the wharf on the right side) you will
come upon a piece of the wharf that juts out from the main straight section. After swimming around this
you will arrive at the first item that makes this site awesome . . .
The overhang section:
The overhang section of the wharf is a lot of fun. I presume this was the section where boats tied up to
load and unload. It was built such that there was a 6 foot section of the wharf which was hollow beside
where the boats tied up. With all the cross braces it kind of resembles giant cubes which are open to
swim through. I don’t know exactly how far along the wharf the overhang section continues for, but it is
probably a good 40+ feet. And although you do have to be very careful in the overhang section as there
are a number of beams and logs across your path, many ropes which you have to avoid (including a very
cool 3” rope which is pictured below) it is pretty easy to swim through as it is extremely calm, and it is
open at the surface as the wharf decking is above the high tide mark. That being said I would not enter
this section unless I had a redundant air source (a true redundant system, not just an octopus), very very
good buoyancy control, and I was confident in my abilities to untangle myself if I got caught in a rope or
brought a buddy along to help me if necessary.
Pictures of the overhang section:

The ‘Wall’ (End of the Wharf):
So after playing around in the overhang section for a while, you may think to yourself ‘This is the Bay of
Fundy, why have I not seen anything but green crabs so far this dive?’ At this point you should continue
swimming towards the end of the wharf, and as you reach the end of the wharf and turn the corner
everything will dramatically change. The end of the wharf is a solid wooden wall, approximately 30 feet
high at high tide and as it is subjected to the water movement from the waves, it is filled with life. There
are sponges and nudibranchs on the wall, lobsters in the crevices, sea stars and whelks on the rocks
below and nearer to the surface there is tons of marine algae and kelp. Some pictures are below.

A Whelk on the rocks

A sponge and nudibranch on the wall

A one clawed lobster in a hole in the wall, about 10ft off the bottom
The Rubble Pile/Destroyed Wharf:
After you finish exploring the wall, you can turn the corner and proceed on the seaward side of the
wharf. You will notice that the habitat has dramatically changed once again. As this side of the wharf is
the one taking the brunt of winter storms and the constant battering of the waves, you will not be
surprised when I tell you that it is kind of destroyed . . . and that is what makes this side great!
Firstly let me give a warning. As opposed to the other side of the wharf where I always stayed close, I
would recommend that you stay a little ways away from this side of the wharf, especially at the surface
in waves, or in any kind of wave surge. As it is broken up in many places there are more hazards then I
could possibly list, all of which you would not like to get tangled in, or thrown up against by the waves.
These include derelict ropes, broken lumber (see the picture below), exposed nails and bolts and
sections of the wharf which were missing so you could get pushed into an overhead environment.
On the seaward side of the wharf there are sections which are broken up, meaning that the boulders
once housed inside the wharf have now spilled out and have made an amazing artificial reef! As the
rubble pile is quite shallow (25ft at high tide) it is covered in colourful marine algae, including bright
green sea lettuces, and giant kelps. As you would imagine this has also attracted many animals. I have
included some pictures below.
On this dive at the site I continued only about half way up the seaward side of the wharf, surfaced to see
where I was and then turned around. If at this point you were running low on air you could continue up

the side of the wharf and exit on the sand beach, but as I wasn’t and was only 40 minutes into my dive I
turned back.
Pictures in the rubble pile:

Lots of algae!

And lots of urchins eating the algae!

A hermit crab with a fancy decorated shell

A close up for the rock crab

The Hazards of the Seaward Side of the Wharf:

Pointy (and Rusty) Nails/Spikes

A Collapsing Structure

Subsurface Hazards are everywhere on the seaward destroyed side of the wharf!
In Conclusion:
This was an amazing dive site, a truly great find as I was
getting bored at diving at New River Beach and Beaver
Harbour. It is close to Saint John, and is just off a main road
so it should be easily accessible year round. I look forward to
doing many more great dives here in the future.
Thanks for reading, hopefully I have inspired you to get out
for a dive, and perhaps try to find a new dive site as well. Or
at least try out this one and let me know if you liked it as
much as I did!
Bryan Morse
PhD Candidate at UNB Saint John and Divemaster/Webmaster at The Dive Shack in Saint John
bryanlmorse@gmail.com

